
 

 

 

 

 

Language, literacy, and communication 

Joseph.m4a

 

Please listen to the story of Joseph from Genesis 

chapters 37-50 by clicking on the link above. 

Now discuss the following questions with an 

adult. 

1.Why did Joseph need to forgive his brothers? 

2. What did Joseph do to show that he forgave 

his brothers? 

This half term value is 

Forgiveness 
The image below is of a dove that represents hope, 

churches and communities are making these and 

displaying them in different places. Please make, display, 

and tweet your dove and become part of this project. 

Your designs will also be shared next Thursday evening on 

school Twitter. 

 

Outdoor Learning 

Sticking with the theme of multi 

colour as seen on Joseph’s cloak, 

make a picture of Joseph’s coat only 

using natural resources e.g use sticks 

for your outline and then decorate 

with coloured leaves or foliage. I am 

sure you will have some fantastic 

ideas. Let me know how you get on 

via Twitter 

@MrsFrancis18 

Expressive arts 

https://youtu.be/9MQOlv_Oyzs?list=
RD9MQOlv_Oyzs 

 

 

Listen to the song of Jacob and Sons 

from the well-known musical of 

Joseph and his Technicolour 

Dreamcoat and see if you can 

identify the names of Joseph’s 

brothers, you should have 11 names 

at the end. (Joseph would make 12)  

Well-being  

Measured measuring 

Fill a jug or bottle with cold water and really focus 

on the flow of the water as you tip it into an 

empty bowl. Using some of your senses look at 

the water as it enters the bowl, consider if there is 

any smell, what can you hear, does the sound 

change as more water enters the bowl, what 

happens to the water if you alter the angle of the 

bottle as you tip it, what happens if you touch the 

water during mid flow. Have fun noticing the 

changes that occur. 

https://youtu.be/9MQOlv_Oyzs?list=RD9MQOlv_Oyzs
https://youtu.be/9MQOlv_Oyzs?list=RD9MQOlv_Oyzs

